3 TOP TIPS

Secrets to a stylish bathroom:

- Style can be practical. Regardless of taste or budget, it is possible to maintain a sophisticated bathroom with all the conventional practicalities.
- Use space wisely. Many bathrooms are small in size so it is important to utilise the available area and be smart with storage.
- Be personal. Continue the style and feel of the house throughout the bathroom with items such as candles and small artworks can add a personalised element.

Bellevue
Stringy Bark
Tawny Linewood

From $86 per m², The Laminex Group, Fyshwick

Laminex reflects the latest in international trends with a complete range of surfaces, cabinet doors and accessories.

Lunette swivel towel rail by Poco Jaarsson $98,
MMI Interior, Fyshwick

Bathroom basin set $680
MMI Interior, Fyshwick

Chocolate and caramel hues make this sleek design a welcome comfort after a long day at work or play.

THE WOW FACTOR
WITH INSIDE & OUT EDITOR JULIE SNOOK

The winner of the 2010 Master Builders & Boral Excellence in Building Awards for Bathroom Design & Construction less than $25,000 was created by Wayne Goodwin Building Services / MMI Interiors.

The judges highly recommended this bathroom design on its “wow factor” and immaculate presentation.

Linen House Supima bath towels
Bath towel $39.95, bath sheet $54.95, hand towel $29.95, face washer $12.95
linenhouse.com.au